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In this paper, we consider the modeling, analysis, and computation of solutions to both
static and dynamic models of multiproduct, multi pollutant noncompliant oligopolistic firms
who engage in a market for pollution permits. In the case of the static model, we utilize
variational inequality theory for the formulation of the governing equilibrium conditions as
well as the qualitative analysis of the equilibrium pattem, including sensitivity analysis. We
then propose a dynamic model, using the theory of projected dynamical systems, whose set of
stationary points coincides with the set of solutions to the variational inequality problem. We
propose an algorithm, which is a discretization in time of the dynamic adjustment process,
and provide convergence results using the stability analysis results that are also provided
herein. Finally, we apply the algorithm to several numerical examples to compute the profit-
maximized quantities of the oligopolistic firms' products and the quantities of emissions,
along with the equilibrium allocation of licenses and their prices, as well as the possible
noncompliant overflows and underflows. This is the first time that these methodologies have
been utilized in conjunction to study a problem drawn from environmental policy modeling
and analysis.

Keywords: environmental policy, pollution permits, oligopolistic markets, noncompliance,
variational inequalities, projected dynamical systems

1. Introduction

Environmental policy modehng and analysis is an area of research and application
which is not only timely but also one to which tools from both operations research and
economics can be brought to bear. In this paper, we consider the modeling, analysis,
and computation of a particular environmental policy problem - that of noncompH-
ance in the case of multiproduct, multipollutant oligopolistic firms who can trade in
marketable pollution permits. For the study of the new models developed here we
utilize variational inequality theory for the statics surrounding the equilibrium state
and projected dynamical systems theory for the dynamics and disequilibrium behavior.

Finite-dimensional variational inequality theory (cf. Nagumey [9] and the refer-
ences therein) has been utihzed for environmental policy modeling in the framework
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of goal targets with associated penalties for noncompliance in the context of spatial
economic markets by Thore et al. [17] and Nagumey et al. [14] and by Nagumey and
Ramanujam [13] in the context of congested urban transportation systems. It has also
been used in the case of marketable pollution permits by Nagumey and Dhanda [10],
albeit for single product, single pollutant oligopolistic and perfectly competitive firms.
Recently Nagumey et al. [11] extended the latter model to the case of multiple products
and multiple pollutants.

In this paper, we develop not only a more general oligopolistic market model than
those cited previously, but deal explicitly with the issue of noncompliance. Moreover,
we apply, for the first time, the theory of projected dynamical systems (cf. Dupuis
and Nagumey [2], Zhang and Nagumey [20], and Nagumey and Zhang [15]) for the
development of a dynamic multiproduct, multipollutant oligopolistic market model
with marketable pollution permits and noncompliance. Projected dynamical systems
have been utilized in the dynamic modeling and analysis of oligopolistic markets but
not in the presence of environmental policies (see, e.g., Nagumey et al. [12]).

The system of marketable pollution permits was initially hailed as an economic-
incentive approach to address the problem of pollution. Indeed, the theoretical basis
of this system is very sound (cf. Montgomery [8]). The marginal cost of pollution
abatement is equalized across the polluting firms by having the firms purchase a permit
which is a license to pollute a pre-specified unit of emissions. The initial allocations
of licenses are made in such a manner so that the regional environmental standards
are achieved.

However, under any system of pollution control, whether it is marketable permits,
emission standards, or Pigouvian taxes, there is hound to be noncompliant behavior on
the part of the firms. Malik [6] stated that problems encountered in enforcing market
based pollution control policies pertain to the technical difficulty encountered in the
continuous monitoring of pollutants and the absence of well-developed mechanisms to
assess penalties for noncompliance.

Van Egteren and Weber [19] reiterated that limited budgets and prohibitive mo-
nitoring costs make complete enforcement impossible. Furthermore, they stated that
firms will cheat if the marginal cost of compliance, that is, the cost of purchasing a
pollution permit to cover an additional unit of emissions, is higher than the marginal
penalty for cheating.

Malik [6] showed that, in the case of noncompliance, a participant in the mar-
ketable pollution permit system does not minimize abatement costs since a change
in the permit price also affects the number of cheating firms and the allocation of
abatement costs across the firms. Additionally, if the number of participants in the
permit market is small, then noncompliance on the part of a smaller subset of firms,
or even one firm, can have a significant impact on equilibrium outcome through the
equilibrium permit price.

There has been some work done to compare various systems of pollution control
in the presence of noncompliant behavior Harford [4] presented simple theoretical
models of firm behavior under effluent standards and taxes. Keeler [5] focused on
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the shape of the penalty functions to make a specific comparison between systems of
marketable pollution permits and uniform emission standards when full compliance
is not achieved by regulatory authorities. Malik [7] examined whether enforcement
costs vary across policy instruments and compared marketable permits with unifonn
emission standards to determine if an economic-incentive approach is less costly to
enforce than a direct control approach.

In this paper, we model multiproduct, multipollutant oligopolistic firms engaged
in markets in ambient-based pollution permits. Montgomery [8] presented two systems
of pollution licenses: a system that defines allowable pollution concentrations at a set
of receptor points, referred to as the ambient-based permit system (APS), and a system
of emission licenses that confers the right to emit pollutants at a certain rate, referred
to as the emission-based permit system (EPS). In the ambient-based system, a target
level of environmental quality is established by the governmental authority with the
level of pollution being defined in terms of total allowable emissions.

In our models, the oligopolistic firms face production costs, emission costs, and
the cost of purchasing licenses in excess of their endowment of initial allocations. In
addition, a noncompliant firm faces a penalty or a fine in the case that a firm emits
more pollutant than it is licensed to emit.

We focus on oligopolistic firms, rather than on perfectly-competitive firms, since
perfect competition is not applicable to major polluting generating firms which are
oligopolistic in their output markets. We do, however, assume that the firms are
perfectly-competitive in the permit markets. More specifically, each source of pollution
takes the price of the license to pollute at a particular pollutant at a certain point as
given. We note that the license trading system, as an economic-incentive approach,
designs the license markets in order to achieve environmental goals in a cost-effective
way. Indeed, unlike the firms' production outputs, the supply of the initial licenses
is fixed and determined so that the environmental goals are achieved. The "market"
power, hence, as regards the licenses, is complete]y dependent on the initial license
allocation and is controlled by the regulatory agency. The effectiveness of the license
trading system, consequently, depends upon perfect competition in the permit market.

An application ofthe permit system is the sulfur allowance program Administered
by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) whereby allowances to emit sulfur
oxides have been granted to existing electricity generating plants. The idea is to
reduce the amount of sulfur oxides emissions by 10 million tons from the year 1980
to the year 2010. The unique aspect of this program is that the allowances are traded
in an auction market conducted by the Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT). In addition
any interested party can purchase these allowances, hence, the environmental groups
are buyers as well as polluting electricity plants. For a detailed discussion on the acid
rain program, we refer the reader to Tietenberg [18]. The clearing prices of these
allowances in the spot market were lower than anticipated. These market-clearing
prices dropped from $150 per allowance in August, 1984 to $70 in March, 1996 and
then jumped back to $189 in August, 1998. For information on the monthly average
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price of sulfur dioxide allowances under the acid rain program, the reader may access
EPA's web site at http://www.epa.gov/acidrain/ats/prices.html.

The models also deal explicitly with spatial differentiation through the use of a
diffusion matrix that maps emissions from sources to receptor points that are dispersed
in space. In an APS approach, a pollution dispersion matrix is required. An APS
approach, as opposed to an EPS approach, is preferable in the case of pollutants
classified as nonuniformly mixed assimilative pollutants. Assimilative pollutants are
called so since the capacity to absorb them is rather large; by uniformly mixed is
meant that the ambient concentration depends on the total amount of emissions but
not on the distribution of these emissions among the sources (cf. Tietenberg [18]). In
the case of a large region, as is the focus in this paper, nonuniformity is a reasonable
assumption.

In this paper, we develop both static and dynamic models for oligopolistic markets
with marketable pollution permits and noncompliant behavior. Importantly, the set of
solutions to the variational inequality governing the equilibrium conditions coincides
with the set of stationary points of the projected dynamical system. In addition, we
generalize the oligopolistic model presented in Nagumey and Dhanda [10] not only to
include noncomp]iance but also introduce the dynamics.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we develop the optimization
problem faced by the individual oligopolistic firm that might exhibit noncompliant be-
havior. Subsequently, we present the economic conditions governing the market model
and then derive the variational inequality formulation of the equilibrium conditions.
Moreover, for completeness and easy reference, we provide the multiproduct, multipol-
lutant oligopolistic model where there is no noncompliance. We then provide certain
qualitative properties of the equilibrium pattem for the model with noncompliance and
include some sensitivity analysis results.

In section 3 we propose tbe dynamic model and present some qualitative prop-
erties. In section 4 we propose an algorithm for the discretization of the dynamic
adjustment process and for the computation of the profit-maximized quantities of the
multiple products, the optimal quantities of the various emissions, the equilibrium non-
comphant overflows and underflows, the equilibrium allocation of the licenses, and the
shadow prices as well as the license prices. We also provide convergence results. The
algorithm, the Euler method, yields subproblems of very simple stmcture, each of
which can be solved explicitly and in closed form. This algorithm is then applied to
compute solutions to several numerical examples in section 5. Lastly, we summarize
our results and present conclusions in section 6.

2. The static noncompliant oligopolistic market equilibrium model

In this section we develop the multiproduct, multipollutant market equilibrium
model with ambient-based pollution permits in which the firms may engage in non-
compliant behavior but with associated penalties for noncompliance imposed by the
regulatory agencies. Here we present the variational inequality formulation of the gov-
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eming equilibrium conditions and focus on questions surrounding the equilibrium state.
In section 3 we then tum our attention to the dynamics and disequilibrium behavior.

We consider m firms that are also sources of industrial pollution in the region,
with a typical source denoted by i. There are n receptor points, with a typical receptor
point denoted by j . Also, let there be r different pollutants emitted by the sources,
with a typical pollutant denoted by t. Let e\ denote the amount of pollutant t emitted
by firm i and group the finn's emissions into a vector ei 6 i^lj.. We group then all the
firms' emissions into the vector e € i?!J?̂ .

We assume (cf. Montgomery [8]), as given, an r x m x n diffusion matrix Hy
where the component /ij denotes the contribution that one unit of emission by source
i makes to average pollutant concentration of type t at receptor point j .

Let a permit denote a license, the possession of which will allow a source to
pollute a specific pollutant at some specific receptor point. Each polluter, hence, will
have to hold a portfolio of licenses to cover all of the relevant monitored receptor
points. Let /• denote the number of licenses for pollutant t at point j held by source
i and group the licenses for each firm i into a vector U € i2+". We assume throughout
that some initial allocation of licenses /J^, i = \,...,m, j = 1 n, t = 1 , . . . , r,
has been made by the regulatory agency and we group this initial allocation of licenses
into a vector l^ € R^. We then further group all the licenses of the firms into the
vector / € i i^^".

We now discuss the variables used in the modeling of noncompliance. We let
5*t denote the possible overflow of pollution by firm i of pollutant t at point j as
mandated by its license holdings for that point and that pollutant. We let 5*~ denote
the possible underfiow of pollution by firm i of pollutant t at point j . In other words,
fimi i may not pollute to the level allowed by its license holdings if 5j~ > 0. We
group the overflows for each firm i into the vector 6^' G i?+" and the underflows into
the vector S~ € i?!j.". We then group the overfiows and the underflows for all the firms
into the vectors 6'^ 6 i?+^" and S~ 6 R^'^^.

We let Pj denote the price of the license for pollutant t that affects receptor point
j and group the prices of the licenses into the vector p 6 R^. Also, as discussed in the
introduction, we assume that the market in pollution licenses is perfectly competitive,
that is, each source of pollution takes the price of the license to pollute at a specific
point as given and cannot affect the price itself.

Let there be 5 distinct products that are produced by the firms in a noncooperative
manner, with a typical output denoted by d and the quantity of product d produced
by firm i denoted by qid. These quantities are first grouped into the vector q^ e R^
and then further into the vector q € R^^. Each of the products is assumed to be
homogeneous, that is, the consumers are indifferent as to which firm was the producer.

The fundamental idea behind the market in pollution permits is that firms or
sources of pollution must be encouraged to trade permits. A typical firm participating
in a permit market has to take into account various costs, such as the cost of production,
the cost of emission-abatement, the cost of purchasing pollution licenses, and, finally,
the costs involved in noncompliance, in the presence of such behavior.
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Each firm i in the oligopoly is faced with a cost fi of producing the vector of
quantities qi where

fi = fiiQil ' (1)

that is, this cost is dependent upon the vector of quantities produced by the firm.
Each firm i in the region is faced with a cost d of emitting the vector of

emissions ê  where H

This cost is dependent upon the vector of emissions and the vector of production
quantities.

Each firm i, if it engages in noncompliant behavior, is penalized by a unit amount
Mfj, for each unit overflow of pollutant t at point j , with M/̂  assumed to be positive.
The total cost associated with noncompliance is, hence, given by

t = l 3 = 1

We note that perfect monitoring of the emitters is implicitly assumed by expres-
sion (3) in order to be able to assess the total penalty to be paid by a particular firm
due to possible overemissions.

Since we assume that the firms are oligopolistic in their output markets, they
affect the prices of their outputs. Hence, if we denote the price of product d by pd,
we can write

" : (4)
t=I /

Consequently, each firm i acquires a revenue of

(5)
d = i

Since the regulatory body bestows upon the firm i a portfolio of an initial al-
location of licenses, l'^, the value of a finn's initial endowment of licenses is given
^y X]?=i X](=i Pj*^tj' where pJ* denotes the given price of a license to pollute for
the specific pollutant t at receptor point j , which, under the assumption of perfect
competition in tbe license markets, is assumed given.

Also, the cost of purchasing licenses for a specific pollutant t that affects receptor
point j for source i is given by
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We assume that each firm in the oligopoly is profit-maximizing and, thus, can be
characterized by a utility function that measures its profit or net revenue. The utility
function Uj faced by each such firm i, i = 1, . . . ,m, can, hence, be expressed as the
difference between total revenue acquired and the total cost incurred by the firm:

Ui = Ui [q, ei, 6^, (5~, h) ='^ipd\Y^ Qid JQid] - fiiqd - Giia, qi
t=i

t=\ j=\ t=\ j=i

An oligopolistic firm's optimization problem is then expressed as

Maximize Ui [q, ei,6f, 6J, U) (8)

subject to h\^e\ + ^*- - 6j+ = /^, t = 1 , . . . , r, j = 1 , . . . , n, (9)

and the nonnegativity constraints

9 id>0, e J^O, b\r^Q, 6\j^(i, l\^^0,

d=\ 5, t= 1 r, 3 = \ n. (10)

Constraint (9) states that each firm's ]icense holding for a particular point and a
particular pollutant is equal to the average rate of emission plus a possible underflow
minus a possible overflow, due to noncompliance. Once can also establish that, in
equilibrium, one can only have a positive overflow or underflow of a particular pollutant
at a particular point, that is, 6\^ x 6lj = 0. for all i,jj (see, e.g., [13]).

Let A. denote the Lagrange mu]tiplier associated with the tj-th constraint of
the form (9), and let Â  denote the vector of Lagrange multipliers in i?^". Finally,
group the vectors A, into the vector A G R^'^^. Note that X\j may be interpreted as
a shadow price and, henceforth, we, interchangeably, refer to this Lagrange multiplier
as the marginal abatement cost.

We define the feasible set Ki = {qi e R%,ei € R^Jf G i?^,*^" ^ ^7^h e
R'^,Xi G R^"-], such that (9) is satisfied, and the feasible set K for all flrms as the
Cartesian product: K = Y[Z\ ^i-

As stated earlier, the oligopolistic firms are assumed to operate in a noncoopera-
tive manner in their product markets, where the governing equilibrium concept is that
of Nash-Coumot (cf Nash [16], Coumot [1]), and is defined as follows.

Definition 1. A Nash equilibrium is a vector of production outputs g* G i?+*, emission
quantities e* G R+:'', noncompliant overflows 6+ G i2!f""", underflows 6' G iZ!?''"
and licenses I* G /27"", such that

i G R%, Vei G H ; , \/6t G i j ; " , V^r G R"^, V/i G
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satisfying (9) for all firms «, (11)

where g* = {q\,.. - .gr-l '^i+i '- • - O -

In other words, the rationality postulate here is that each firm selects its production
outputs so that its utility is maximized, given the production output vector decisions
of other oligopolistic firms, and also its emissions, its overfiows and underflows, and
licenses.

Optimality condition for a firm
If we assume that the utility function, Ui{q,ei,6^,6~Ji), for each firm i is

concave with respect to its arguments, and is continuously differentiable, the nec-
essary and sufficient conditions for an optimal firm-specific product, emission, non-
compliant overflow and underflow, license, and marginal abatement cost pattem,
{ql,e*,Sf ,6[*,l*,X*), given p*, is that this pattem lies in Ki, and satisfies the in-
equality:

E dp,{j:T=i QU)

(=1

r n

X [A - ef]

t=\ j=l (=1 j=\

t=i j=\

(12)
(=1 j=\

Note that an inequality similar to (12) needs to hold for each of the other
oligopolistic firms (see also, e.g., Gabay and Moulin [3]). -'

Market clearing conditions for licenses
We now describe the system of equalities and inequalities goveming the quantities

and prices of licenses in the region at equilibrium.
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Mathematically, the economic system conditions governing market clearance in
pollution permits are: for each pollutant t, i = 1 , . . . , r, and for each receptor point j ,
j = l , . . . , n :

= 0 if D** > 0

ifp5*=o.
(13)

The system (13) states that: if the price of a license for pollutant i at a point j
is positive, then the market for licenses at that point must clear; if there is an excess
supply of licenses for a particular pollutant £ at a receptor point, then the price of a
license at that point must be zero. I

We define the feasible set K for the entire system as: K = K x S, where

Definition 2. A vector of production outputs, emissions, noncompliance overflows
and underflows, licenses, associated marginal costs of abatement, and license prices,
(q*,e*,6'^*,6'*,r,X*,p*) e /C, is an equilibrium of the multiproduct, multipollu-
tant oligopoly with ambient-based pollution permits developed above if and only if
it satisfies inequality (12) for all firms: i = 1,.. . ,m, and the system of equalities
and inequalities (13) for all receptor points: j = l , . . . , n , and for all pollutants:
t = 1 r.

We now derive the variational inequality formulation of the equilibrium conditions
for the above market model.

Theorem 3. A vector of firm production outputs, emissions, noncompliance overflows
and underflows, licenses, shadow prices, and license prices, {q*,e*,6'^*,6'*,l*,X*,p*)
e /C, is an equilibrium of the model with noncompliance if and only if it satisfies the
variational inequality problem:

d=i
m r

dQid

o e , ^ •' •'
[4 - e

m r n •m r n

i=l f=] j=l

m r n

i=\ t=\ j = ]

i=l f=l j = \
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m T n

i=\ t=l 3 = 1

Li=l

Vi - Pf] > 0' % ' e, i5+, 6", Z. A.P) G /C. (14)

/ Assume that (g*,e*,^'*'*,(5 *,r,A*,p*) e /C is an equilibrium. Note that
inequality (12) holds for all firms i = 1 , . . . , m. Hence, summing (12) over all firms,
we obtain , • ii

m s

EE
»=:1 d = l

m T

+EE
i = l £=1

m r n

i=\

[4 - e^]

m r n

i=l t=l j=\
m r n

t=I t=l ;=1

»=i (=1 j= i
m T n

(15)

Also, from the system (13) we can conclude that the equilibrium must satisfy

r n

EE
t=\ j=i

E ('? -'«
Li=l

(16)

Fmally, summing (15) and (16), one obtains variational inequality (14).
We now establish the converse of the proof, that is, the solution to (14) also

satisfies (12) and (13).
Let iq*,e\S+\6-\l\X\p*) € fC he a solution of (14). If one lets Qid = q^^

for all i,d-, e\ = e{* for all i,t; 6'r^ = Slf for all i,j,t; 6*7 = Slj* for all i,j,t;
llj = llj for all i,j,t; Aĵ  = Aĵ  for all i,j,t, and substitutes these values into (14),
one obtains ,.

r n

EE
t=i j=i

E
Li=l

(17)

which implies the system conditions (13).
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Similarly, if one lets pJ- = pf for all j,t, and substitutes these values into (14),
one obtains

m s

EE
1=1 d=l

m T

+EE
i=t t=l

dqid

dGiielqt)

bid - qtd

X I o.I C.

m r n

t=i t=i j=i

m r n
, V V^ V^ fjt*
+ > > / \Hi ~

i = l f=l j = l

which implies that (12) must hold for all the firms. The proof is complete.

(18)

D

We now discuss the above model in relationship to another model that has ap-
peared in the literature. In particular, if there is only a single pollutant and non-
compliance is not considered, then the above model (and the variational inequality
formulation) collapses to the single-product, single-pollutant oligopolistic model in
Nagumey and Dhanda [10]. For completeness, we now present the generalization of
that model to the case of multiple pollutants and multiple products. This model is a
special case of the above model but in the absence of noncompliance.

The market equilibrium model with compliance

Note that, in the case, of compliance, constraint (9) takes the form

h\je\^llj, t=\ r, j ^ l n, (19)

and the nonnegativity constraints (10) now become

q^d>O, eJ^O, llj^O, (20)

d= l,...,s, t = \,...,r, j = l,...,n.

The utility function for a finn i (cf. (7)), in the case of compliance, and denoted
by Ui, now takes the form

(21)

<lid\-I
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The optimization problem, hence, in this case, for firm i, is given by

Maximize Uiiqi, ê , k)

subject to (19) and (20).

(22)

Note that a similar optimization problem is faced by each firm in the oligopolistic
market in the case of compliance.

The market equilibrium conditions (13) are still relevant.
The governing equilibrium conditions for the entire system, hence, consist of the

optimality conditions holding for each firm i and the market equilibrium conditions
(13) holding for each pollutant t and receptor point j .

If we let \\^ denote the Lagrange multiplier associated with the jt-th constraint
in (19) and we assume that the utility functions are concave in their arguments and
continuously differentiable and that the behavior of the firms in the oligopoly is nonco-
operative and governed by a Nash-Coumot equilibrium, then the variationa] inequality
formulation of the governing equilibrium conditions is given by: L

Corollary 4. A vector of firm jiroduction outputs, emissions, licenses, shadow prices,
and license prices, iq\e\l\\\p*) e 7?;jis+^"^+2mm+rn^ -̂  ^ equilibrium of the
model with compliance if and only if it satisfies the variational inequality problem:

m 8

EE
171 T

+EE
i=\ i=\

m r n

+EEE
t = l (=1 7 = 1

^ ."^Pdi X]9*d - q*id]

de\

X

X e.̂  -

E E E [̂?i -
i=] t=l j=l

r n

+EE
£=1 j=\

EC"-a
(23)

We first put variational inequality (14) into standard form and then vari-
ational inequality (23) (cf Nagumey [9]). Define the column vectors: X =
iq,e,6+,6-,l,X,p) e /C and FiX) = (G(X),£(X),A+(X),A-(X),L(X),A(X),

where GiX) is the ms-dimensional vector with component id given by:
, EiX) is the mr-dimensional vector with component it given by:

—dui/del -h E j= i ^h^ij' A"'"(A') is the mrn-dimensional vector with component
ijt given by: M/- — X\j, A~iX) is the mrn-dimensional vector with component
ijt given by: Aj-, LiX) is the mnr-dimensional vector with component ijt given
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by; p*. — A*̂ , A(J'f) is the mnr-dimensional vector with component ijt given by:

/?. — /ij.e* — Slj + Slj', and P{X) is the nr-dimensional vector with jt-th component

given by: ES,a.^-'JP- I
Variational inequality (14) can now be expressed as

'^ • {X - X*) >0, VX € /C, (24)

where • denotes the inner product in
Variational inequality (24) is referred to as VI(F, JC). '
We now put variational inequality (23) into standard form. We redefine

the column vectors: X as X = {q,e,l,X,p) G R^^ '"^ "^^" ^" and F{X) =
{G{X), E{X), L{X), A{X), P{X)), where G{X) is the ms-dimensional vector with
component id given by: —dui/dqid, E{X) is the mr-dimensional vector with com-
ponent it given by: —dui/del -I- S?=i Mj^lj' ^i-^) *s ^ ^ mnr-dimensional vector
with component ijt given by: pJ — X\j, A(X) is the mnr-dimensional vector with
component ijt given by: l\j - /iĵ -ej, and P{X) is as defined previously.

In a maimer analogous to the corresponding proofs in Nagumey and Dhanda [10],
one can establish that, in the case ofthe model with compliance, the equilibrium pattem
is independent of the initial license allocation, provided that the sum of licenses for
each pollutant and receptor point is fixed. Moreover, in this case, environmental
standards can be achieved, provided that the sum of initial licenses for each receptor
point and pollutant is equal to the imposed environmental quality standard for that
receptor point and that pollutant

2.1. Qualitative properties

In this subsection we investigate certain qualitative properties of the equilibrium.
In particular, we establish certain properties of the function F{X), which are useful
also in the subsequent analysis of the dynamic model presented in section 3, state an
existence result, and present some sensitivity analysis results.

Lemma 5. If the utility functions Uj are concave for each firm i, then F{X) is
monotone.

Proof We will now establish the monotonicity of F{X\ that is, that

/C. (25)

In view of the definition of F{X) in the above model, (25) takes the form:

< ['ild-Qid]
m 3
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_1

i=l f=I

Liiq , e ^ , 6 ^ ,6^ ,1^) _^ .^^ ^ , i ^^

m r n

+EEE
m r n

:=1 t=l j=l
m T n

_ ;t2]

m r n

+EEE +*j;') - + ^

E fjt.0 _ itl\ _ (itfi _ itl
\ ij ij) \ij ij

After combining and simplifying terms, the expression (26) reduces to

(26)

m 3

EE-
1=1 d=l

t=i (=1

(27>
But under the assumption that the utility functions are concave, we know that

minus the gradient of the utility function is monotone (cf. Nagumey [9]) and, hence,
the expression in (27) must be greater than or equal to zero. The proof is complete. Q

Lemma 6. The function FiX) is Lipschitz continuous, that is, there exists a positive
constant L, such that

\\F(X^) - F{X^)II < L||X' - X l̂l, vx',X^ G K:, (28)

under the assumption that the utility functions have bounded second-order derivatives.

Proof. Fallows from the same arguments as the proof of lemma 8.1 in Nagur-
ney [9]. Q

We now provide an existence result, but first recall the definition of coercivity.
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Definition 7. A function F{X% from a feasible set K, to fi^, is said to be coercive, if

{F{X) - F{X')f • {X - A ^ ^ ^

as ||X|| ^Qofox XeK, and for some X^ e K.

Theorem 8. If {q*,e*,6'^*,6~*,l*,\*,p*) G /C satisfies variational inequality (14)
then the equilibrium production, emission, and noncompliant overflow vector is a
solution to the variational inequality problem:

^i J

(30)

where

i=l (=1 J=l

K' = {q, e, <5+,

m

_^ g ^ ^,^

i=\

A solution to (30) is guaranteed to exist provided that - Vu(-) is coercive (cf. [9]),
where Vu is the gradient of u. Moreover, if {q*,e*,6'^*,6'*) is a solution to (34),
there exist /* G R^^, A* G R^^^, andp* € Hlj." such that (g*,e*,<5"''*,6~*,r,A*,p*)
is a solution to variational inequality (14), and, hence, an equilibrium.

Proof. Follows similar arguments as the existence proof given in theorem 4 of Nagur-
ney and Dhanda [10]. D

As mentioned in the introduction. Van Egteren and Weber [19] stated that firms
will cheat, that is, not comply, if the cost of purchasing a pollution permit to cover an
additional unit of emission is higher than the marginal penalty of cheating. We now
establish this situation rigorously in the context of our general model.

Corollary 9. If 6'^* > 0, then pJ* > M / , that is, in the presence of an equilibrium
noncompliant overflow, the unit penalty associated with noncompliance cannot exceed
the equilibrium price of the corresponding license.

Proof Consider the variational inequality problem (14) and construct the following
feasible pattem: q^d = g'j, eJ = e.?*, (5-" = (5f̂  A|- = Af*, p!- = p?*. for all i,dj,t.
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Let (5j+ = 61* and ll^ = /g, for all i,j,t:^ k,l,r.

Select a small e > 0, and let 6^^ = Sl^* - e and lli = ikC* + e.
Making such a substitution into variational inequality (14) yields

- ><ki\ X [-^] + [pJ* - ^It] X [e] > 0,

which implies that

(32)

(33)

Note that this result holds for any firm i, receptor point j , and pollutant t, so the
proof is complete. D

Subsequently, we now establish a sensitivity analysis result.

Corollary 10. Consider a change Â ^ to the fixed unit penalty cost term MJ.^, that is,
the new penalty for noncompliance for firm k, receptor point / and pollutant r is given
by: Mil + ^kf ^^* ̂ 9*'^*''^^*'^~*'^*'^*^P*) ^ ^ denote the solution to variational
inequality (14) before the change. Let (g', e', 6"*" ,8~ ,l',X',p') 6 K, denote the solution
to the analogous variational inequality problem after the cost perturbation.

Then

ifAl,>0,

and

(34)

(35)

that is, if the penalty associated with noncompliance is increased, the equilibrium
noncompliant overflow cannot increase; similarly, if the penalty is decreased, the equi-
librium noncompliant flow cannot decrease.

Proof. Hence, we must have that

+
m s

EE
i=\ d=\

m r

+EE

-Pdi^q'id

i=\ t=l
m r n

i=i

+E E E [̂ « - ̂ « X + +Ah - xi\] X

m T n m T n

t=l t=l j=I
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r n

EE
t = l 7 = 1

0, . e, /C. (36)

Let (g,e,(5"*",^ , /, A,p) = (g',e',(J"*",5 , V, \',p') and substitute this vector into
variational inequality (14). Also, let {q,e,b'^,6~,l,\,p) = (g*,e*,(5"''*,(5~*,Z*, A*,p*),
and substitute the vector into (36). Adding both resulting inequalities, after some
algebraic simplifications yields

X b'id - <lld]
t=i d=\
m r

+EE
i=\ t=\

de\

(37)

But the right-hand side of (37) must be greater than or equal to zero due to
monotonicity of FiX) established in (25). Both (34) and (35), therefore, bold true. D

3. The dynamic noncompliant oligopolistic market model

In this section we provide the dynamic counterpart of the static noncompliant
oligopolistic market model developed in section 2. We first recall some basic defini-
tions and results from projected dynamical systems. What is notable about projected
dynamical systems theory is that it provides a rigorous foundation for the investigation
of a class of dynamical system characterized by a discontinuous right-hand side, a
characteristic that arises in numerous applications in which constraints are essential.

We first recall the definition of a projected dynamical system (PDS). The rela-
tionship between a projected dynamical system and its associated variational inequality
problem with the same constraint set is then identified. For additional discussion and
applications of this methodology, as well as proofs of the theoretical results in this
section, we refer the reader to Dupuis and Nagumey [2], Zhang and Nagumey [20],
and Nagumey and Zhang [15]. \ '

Definition 11. Given X
(with respect to K.) by

and v € BP-, define the projection of the vector v ai X

(38)
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where Pjc is the standard projection defined as

y = PrziX) = argmin.^jcP " 1̂1- "' (39)

The class of ordinary differential equations that are of concern in this paper take
on the following form:

(40)

where /C is a closed convex set, as is the case in the noncompliant oligopoly model
and F(X) is a vector field defined on K.

We note that Lipschitz continuity of F(X) (cf. Nagumey and Zhang [15] and (28)
provides a sufficient condition for the fundamental properties of projected dynamical
systems in terms of the existence of a trajectory, subject to an initial condition, the
uniqueness of that trajectory, and the continuous dependence of the solution on the
initial value.

We note that the classical dynamical system, in contrast to (44), is of the form

X = -F(X). • ; (41)

The following theorem makes a basic connection between the static world of
finite-dimensional variational inequality problems (a common tool for the formulation
and analysis of equilibrium problems) and the dynamic world of projected dynamical
systems (a new class of dynamical system). It is due to Dupuis and Nagumey [2].

Theorem 12. Assume that /C is a convex polyhedron. Then the equilibrium or sta-
tionary points of the PDS(F, K.) coincide with the solutions of the VI(F, K). Hence,
for X* e K. and satisfying

{ { ) ) ( (42)

also satisfies

'̂  • (X - X*) ^ 0, VX € /C. . (43)

This theorem establishes the equivalence between the set of equilibria of a pro-
jected dynamical system and the set of solutions of a variational inequality problem.
Moreover, it provides a natural underlying dynamics (out of equilibrium) to such sys-
tems.

We now present the dynamic adjustment process for the noncompliant oligopo-
listic market problem with marketable pollution permits. In particular, we have that

X = n^{X,-F(X)), (44)

with F(X) and X defined for our model immediately preceding inequality (24). We
refer to (44) as PDS(F, /C).

We now briefly discuss this dynamic adjustment or tatonnement process. Note
that, in contrast to the variational inequality formulation of the goveming equilibrium
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conditions (cf. (14) and (24)), the dynamical system (44) also provides insight into
disequilibrium behavior. Nevertheless, as stated in a later result due to Nagumey
and Zhang [20], the set of stationary points of this system coincides with the set of
solutions to the variational inequality (24) (equivalently, (14)), and, consequently, in
view of variational inequality (14), also correspond to an equilibrium pattem.

For example, in the case that X lies in the interior of /C then its evolution proceeds
according io X = —FiX). However, if it is pushed to the boundary of K., then the
projection operator Il/c guarantees that the constraints will not be violated.

Recalling the definition of FiX) for our model with noncompliance we see that
the firms' quantities, emissions, license holdings, as well as the noncompliant overflows
evolve in the direction of greatest utility maximization (subject to the nonnegativity
constraints). The prices of the licenses, on the other hand, evolve according to the laws
of supply and demand for the licenses. The allocation of licenses, in tum, evolves in
the direction of the difference between the marginal costs of abatement and the prices.
The marginal costs of abatement, on the other hand, evolve according to the emission
constraints. Finally, the underflows evolve according to minus the marginal costs of
abatement. Hence, this tatonnement process is meaningful and, moreover, its set of
stationary points coincides with the set of solutions to variational inequality (24).

Note that one may also develop a dynamic counterpart of the multiproduct, mul-
tipollutant oligopolistic market model whose equilibrium conditions are governed by
variational inequality (23). Indeed, in this case one obtains a projected dynamical
system akin to (44) but with F{X) and X defined as immediately following (24) in
the text.

3.1. Qualitative properties

In this section we discuss some qualitative properties of the projected dynamical
system (44). In particular, we present some stability analysis results which will be
utilized to prove convergence of the iterative scheme in section 4.

We require first the following notation. The notation X • t and X{t) denote
the solution path of the initial value problem, IVP(F, K., X), where the initial value
problem is given by

X ^YlfciX,-FiX)),

that passes through X at time f = 0, that is, X -0 = X{Qf) = X. We will use B{X, R),
hereafter, to denote the open ball with radius R and center X.

For additional discussion, see Zhang and Nagumey [20].

Definition 13. An equilibrium point X* is stable if for any e: > 0, there exists a <5 > 0
such that for all X e B(X*,6) and O 0

X-teBiX*,s).

The equilibrium point X* is unstable if it is not stable.
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Definition 14. An equilibrium point X* is a monotone attractor if there exists a 6 > 0
such that for allJs: e BiX\6)

diX,t) = \\X-t-X*\\ (45)

is a nonincreasing function of t, X* is a global monotone attractor if diX,t) is
nonincreasing in t for all X G K.

I i •

We now recall the following theorem due to Zhang and Nagumey [20]:

Theorem 15. Suppose that X* solves VliF,K). If FiX) is locally monotone at X*.
then X* is a monotone attractor for the PDS(F, K)\ if F{X) is monotone, then X* is
a global monotone attractor.

The following result is immediate from the above stated theorem:

Corollary 16. X* that is a solution to variational inequality (24) and a stationary point
of the projected dynamical system (44) is a global monotone attractor.

Proof. Follows from the monotonicity result in the qualitative properties and the
above stated theorem. D

4. The iterative scheme
I *

Although the projected dynamical system (44) describes a continuous time ad-
justment process, a discrete time process is needed for actual computation purposes.
In this section we present the Euler method in order to compute a stationary point of
the projected dynamical system (44). Besides computing an equilibrium point it also
provides a discrete time approximation to the continuous time adjustment process (48).

Recall (cf. Dupuis and Nagumey [2]) that at an iteration T of the Euler method,
one has to compute:

X^ = PK[X'^-' - aT-iF{X'^-')), (46)

where P}c was the projection operator defined in (39), and {ax] is a positive sequence
to be discussed later.

For completeness, we now state the above algorithm in which F{X) is in ex-
panded form for our specific model: ^

Step 0: Initialization:
Set iq\e^6+^6-\l^X^p^) G X:. Let T = 1.

Step 1: Computation:
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Compute iq"^, eF., 6'^ ,6 , F, A^,p^) € /C by solving the variational inequality
subproblem: I

t= l d=]
m r

T-1 T-l

T l T' I .J T I - T 1 T" 1

ail

.f^-i

m r n

i=i (=1 j=i
771 r n

m r n

i=l t=I 3 = \

+

f=i i=i
r n

w

[Ay + ar - i [kj -

/T-I

1=1

(47)

Step 2: Convergence verification:
If

] \ e, e,

jt \p'j — Pj ~ \ ^ s, for all i,j,d,t, with e > 0, a prespecified tolerance, then
stop; else, set T = T -h 1, and go to step 1.

We now discuss the Euler method more fully. In particular, the solution of each
of the variables encountered in (47) amounts to projecting separately. Consequently,
we can provide closed-form expressions for the solution of problem (47). In particular,
we have that (47) can be solved as:

For all firms t, z = 1 , . . . , m, and all products d, rf = 1 , . . . , 5, set

-1 T- - l c - ^ - l iT-
,T-1 (48)
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and for firms i, i = 1 , . . . , m, and all pollutants f, £ = 1 , . . . , r, ].

{ / a / T-l T-\ c+T-\ c-T-\ ,r-K n \

{duiiq' \e^ \6r ,6 ,// ') T i \
O,ar-il ^ ^^j '- '-

{
(49)

F o r a l l firms i,i = 1 , . . . , m , a l l r e c e p t o r p o i n t s j , j = 1 , . . . , n , a n d a l l p o l l u t a n t s
f, f = l , . . . , r , s e t ^

For all firms i, i = 1,. . . , m, all receptor points j , j = 1,... , n and all pollutants
£, i = 1,.. . ,r, set

6l~ = max{O,aT-i( - A^"')+^Jj" ~ }. (51)

For all firms i,i = \ m, all receptor points j,j = 1 n, and all pollutants
i, t = 1,.. . , r , set

llj = max{0,a7'_i{-p^ + Mj ) + îj ~ }' (52)

and

Finally, for all receptor points j,j = l,...,n, and all pollutants t, i = 1,...,r, set

p] = maxj 0,ar-i ( - X; i^fj " ^h ) 1 + 5̂ [" (̂ 4)

Convergence is given in the following:

Theorem 17. Suppose that F(X) is as defined above and that the utility functions
are concave in their arguments and that the sequence generated by the Euler method
is bounded. Assume also that F(X) is strictly monotone at any equilibrium pattem.
Then for any initial condition X^ G K, the sequence generated by the Euler method,
where \

converges to X*.

lim ar == 0 and Y^ ar = oo
T-*oo ^-^

T=Q

Proof. According to Dupuis and Nagumey [2] (see also Nagumey and Zhang [15]),
the general iterative scheme due to Dupuis and Nagumey [2], of which the Euler
method is a special case, converges to a stationary point or equilibrium point provided

is Lipschitz continuous and the following assumption holds. ; O
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Assumption 18. Fix an initial condition X*' G K. Define the sequence {X^.T G N)
as above. Assume the following conditions:

1. X)r=o OT = OO' o r > 0. OT -* 0, as r -+ oo.

2. diFriX), FiX)) -^ 0 uniformly on compact subsets of X; as T" —̂  oo, where
d(X, A) = inf{||X - y\\,y G .4}, and the overline indicates closure. ;

3. Define 0y to be the unique solution to X = n^cC^. -F{X)) that satisfies <̂ j;(0) =
y &K. The w-Iimit set |

is contained in the set of stationary points of X = U.K.{X, -

4. The sequence { X ^ , r G N] is bounded.

5. The solutions to X = njc(X,-F(X)) are stable in the sense that given any
compact set /Ci there exists a compact set K2 such that [J [J^^^))

We note that assumption 18.1 always holds true by our selection of the sequence
. Also, assumption 18.2 also holds tme since we assume that F(X) is continuous.
By proposition 4.1 in Nagumey and Zhang [15], under the assumption that FiX)

is strictly monotone at any equilibrium pattem, assumption 18.3 also holds true. Since
F(X) is monotone, by proposition 4.2 of Nagumey and Zhang [15] we have that
assumption 18.5 is also satisfied. The sequence is bounded under our assumption. The
proof is complete.

5. Numerical examples

In this section we present numerical examples to which we apply the Euler method
of section 4.

We present three examples of increasing complexity. AU the examples have
quadratic production cost and emission cost functions.

Each firm i in each example faces a production cost function of the form

[ihdQid l^dqid] (55)
d=\

with the specific terms for the parameters reported along with the examples.
The demand price function for product d in each example was given by

(56)
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Each firm i in each example also faced an emission cost function of the form

qidl (51)
i

with the specific terms for the parameter reported along with the examples.
We set the penalty cost terms Mfj = O.Ujt, for all ijt, initially for all the

examples.
The initial allocation of the licenses, the /J^'s, were set as: /JP = 1, for all i,j,t

The diffusion matrix H terms, the /ij^'s were set as follows: for f = 1: hj, = li, if

i ^ j ; and hlj = 0.5j, otherwise, for all z, j . For t = 2: h^j ~ li, if i ^ j ; and

h\^ = 0.1 J, otherwise, for all i,j. \

The initial values for the quantities were set as follows: gJĴ  = 30, if i ^ d\ and
9?d — 50, otherwise. The initial values for the emissions were set as follows: e- = 20,
for all i, t. The initial values for the overfiows and underflows were: 5 ^ = 1 and
6 * - = 0 , fora l l i , j . t . I

All other initial variables were initialized to 1.
The convergence tolerance e was set to 0.0001 and the sequence {ar) was set

to 0.1{l, \, 5' 5. 5. 5. • • •) in the Euler method for all the examples.
The algorithm was coded in FORTRAN 77. The system used was the IBM SP2

located at the Cornell Theory Center at Cornell University. We report the CPU time,
exclusive of input and output and setup times, for each example.

We also report the computed quantities of production, the emissions, as well as
the license prices. We do not report the licenses, the overfiows and underfiows, and
the shadow prices due to the sizes of the vectors.

Finally, for each example, we also provide the following information, the total
overflow, T^, given by

:=1 j=I (=1 !!

Example 1. In this example, the oligopoly consisted of 2 firms that produce 2 outputs
and emit 2 pollutants, which, in tum, affect 2 receptor points. Refer to table 1 for the
production cost parameters and to table 2 for the emission cost parameters.

Table 1
Example 1 - production cost parameters.

Firm i iplti (f^in 4^2i\ ^2t2 ^3ii 03i:

1 0.12 0.18 8.0 3.0 2.0 5.0
2 0.15 0.20 6.0 3.0 4.0 7.0
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Table 2
Example 1 - emission cost parameters.

Firm i ib\\ I/J1? i/'2| iblh

1 1.0 0.5 ^W -35
2 0.7 1.0 -35 -40 ;

The algorithm converged in 8.00 seconds of CPU time and yielded the equilibrium
production vector for firm 1 and firm 2, respectively:

q* = (45.400,41.192), ql = (41.605,37.173), ]

the equilibrium emission vector for firm 1 and firm 2, respectively:

e*i = (19.893,34.621), ej = (24.700,19.932),

and the equilibrium prices for licenses affecting receptor point 1 and receptor point 2:

pj* = 0.000, p?* = 0.472, p^* = 0.318, pf = 0.412.

The total overflow in this case was T^ = 94.25. We then increased all penalty
terms by a factor of 10. Note that this increase would refiect that the total cost faced
by the firm increases. This perturbation of cost resulted in a decrease of total overflows
with the new value of T^ — 82.70. Finally, we increased the penalty terms by another
factor of 10 with the new value of T^ - 12.88. Hence, as one would expect, an
increase in the cost associated with noncomplaint behavior led to a decrease in the
actual amount of noncompliance, given by the overflows. '

Example 2. In the second example, we increased the number of firms from 2 to 3.
The 3 firms in the oligopoly still produce 2 outputs and emit 2 pollutants that affect 2
receptor points. Refer to table 3 for the production cost parameters and to table 4 for
the emission cost parameters.

The algorithm converged in 11.28 seconds of CPU time and yielded the equilib-
rium production vector for firm 1, firm 2, and firm 3, respectively:

q] = (43.484,38.528), gJ = (38.810,33.197), q^ = (29.840,38.542), •!

the equilibrium emission vector for firm 1, firm 2, and firm 3, respectively:

ej = (19.909,34.579), ej = (24.686,19.910), e? = (13.909,22.308),

and the price vector for licenses affecting receptor point 1, and receptor point 2:

p\* = 0.001, p?* = 0.721, PI* = 0.819, pf = 1.157.

The total overflow was T^ = 131.299.
We then conducted an analogous simulation to that in example 1, that is, we

first multiplied all the penalty terms by a factor of 10. The new total overflow value
dropped to: T*^ = 112.45. Finally, we multiplied the penalty terms by another factor
of 10, yielding T^ = 15.80.
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Table 3
Examples 2 and 3 - production cost parameters.

Firm •

1
2
3

i 01i.

0.12
0.15
0.20

Examples 2

1"irm i

1
2
3

01.2

0.18
0.20
0.18

and 3

V-l]

1.0
0.7
1.05

. 02i,

8.0
6.0
9.0

Table 4
- emission

0.5
1.0
1.0

02,2

3.0
3.0
3.0

cost

-35
-30

03u

2.0
4.0
3.0

0,

5.
7.
5.

parameters.

-35
-40
-45

0
0
0

Hence, as one would expect, the actual amounts of noncompliance lowered con-
siderably as the cost associated with noncomplaint behavior was increased.

Example 3. In the third example, we increased the number of receptor points from
2 to 3. The 3 firms in the oligopoly still produce 2 outputs and emit 2 pollutants.
Refer to table 3 for the production cost parameters and to table 4 for the emission cost
parameters.

Tlie algorithm converged in 17.04 seconds of CPU time and yielded the eqtiilib-
rium production vector for firm 1, firm 2, and fimi 3, respectively:

ql = (43.484, 38.528), gJ = (38.810,33.197), q^ = (29.840, 38.542),

the equilibrium emission vector for firm 1, firm 2, and firm 3, respectively:

et = (19.861,34.176), ej = (24.419,19.11), ê  = (13.733,22.292),

and the price vector for licenses affecting receptor point 1, receptor point 2, and
receptor point 3, respectively:

p]* = 0.384, p f = 0.611,

p^* = 0.425, p f = 1.212, !

p>*== 0.414, pf = 1.3X1.

The total overflow value was: T^ = 204.397.
As previously, we then multiplied the penalty terms by a factor of 10, which

resulted in a new total overflow value of T^ = 145.33. We then further multiplied
the terms by another factor of 10, yielding T^ = 2.88.

Again, as expected, the actual amounts of noncompliance, that is, the overflow
value, lowered considerably as the cost associated with noncomplaint behavior was
increased. . d
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We note that a variety of additional simulations can be carried out with these
examples. In particular, it would be interesting to determine what happens to equilib-
rium permit prices and, specifically, to noncompliance, as the demand for the products
increases (or decreases). Furthermore, it would be interesting to explore what the
equilibrium prices of the permits would be if there was no noncompUance, that is, if
the penalties were high enough to ensure compliance. Such simulations could further
suggest theoretical directions. In particular, we conjecture, in view of the variational
inequalities (14) and (23) goveming, respectively, the model with noncompliance and
compliance, that setting the penalty terms for each firm associated with overemissions
of a particular pollutant and receptor point equal to the equilibrium price for a permit
associated with the particular receptor point and pollutant obtained from the model
with compliance, will result in no noncompliance. We leave such investigations for
future research.

6. Summary and conclusions

In this paper, we have presented both static and dynamic models for the formula-
tion, qualitative analysis, and computation of equilibria in multiproduct, multipollutant
noncompliant oligopolistic markets of pollution permits.

For the static model, we utilized the variational inequality framework for the
formulation of the equilibrium conditions as well as for the qualitative anlaysis and
the sensitivity analyis. For the dynamic model, we applied the theory of projected
dynamical systems.

Also, we proposed an algorithm, the Euler method, that yields subproblems of
very simple strucmre, each of which can be solved explicitly and in closed form. The
algorithm is a discrete time counterpart to the continuous time adjustment process.
We presented the convergence results using the stability analysis results. Finally, to
illustrate both the model and the algorithm, we presented several numerical examples
to provide insight into the model as well as the performance of the algorithm.
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